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About our Summer Workshops
About our Summer Workshops
2017 brings EdTechTeacher’s 15th
Annual Teaching With Technology
Summer Workshops, and we have
built an incredible program on a
diverse set of NEW topics to
compliment many of our favorites
from previous summers.

Each summer, we bring together
some of the best educators in the
country to lead our workshops. All
of our instructors have classroom
experience and value high-quality
professional development.

Cities

http://ettsummer.org/boston2017

July 10 - 12

July 10 - 12

July 13 - 14

BOSTON
We are back for
our 15th
summer of
learning in
Boston!

July 13 - 14

July 17 - 19

July 20 - 21

July 19 -20

July 17 - 18

July 21

http://ettsummer.org/chicago2017

June 12 - 14

June 12 - 14

July 15 - 16

July 15 - 16

July 19 - 21

July 19 - 21

July 22 - 23

July 22 - 23

CHICAGO
We are back for
our 5th summer
of learning in
Chicago!

July 21

http://ettsummer.org/chicago2017

July 19 - 21

July 19 - 21

July 19 - 21

MENLO
PARK
We are back for
our 4th summer
of learning in
California!

July 22 - 23

July 20 - 21

July 22 - 23

July 19 -20

July 22 - 23

July 21

http://ettsummer.org/chicago2017

June 5 - 7

ORLANDO
We are back for
our 2nd summer
of learning in
Florida!

June 8 - 9

Workshops

http://ettsummer.org/advanced-g-suite-google-classroom

The Advanced G-Suite Google Classroom
In this workshop, participants will develop knowledge, understanding and proficiency in
using G Suite for Education and the Web to develop student-centered, creative learning
environments. Through hands-on activities and simulations, participants will experience
what Harvard professor Tony Wagner terms “a culture of innovation”— a creative
environment that encourages students to be the kind of adaptive, immersed thinkers and
leaders essential for today’s cognitively demanding and competitive global environment. By
combining the collaborative power of Google Apps with the creative potential of web-based
creation tools, participants will be able expand their understanding and their student’s
capacity to create and collaborate in the classroom.
Approaches to creation will include:
●
Creating and Collaborating with Google Drive: Docs, Sheets,Slides, Drawings and
more
●
Creating Student Centered Learning Environments with HyperDocs & Interactive
Google Slide Notebooks
●
Google Apps & Add-ons to increase the functionality of Google Drive
●
Chrome Browser apps and extensions to promote student creation & creativity
●
Creative web tools to produce video, audio & animations that address: audio
creation & editing, digital storytelling, video creation, website development, and
publishing
Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed specifically for elementary classroom teachers, tech integrationists, and
school administrators.

http://ettsummer.org/advanced-ipad-classroom

The Advanced iPad Classroom
In this intensive, hands-on workshop, participants will explore advanced topics in classroom iPad
integration such as App Fluency, App Smashing, multimedia curation, collaboration and G Suite for
Edu integration. With an emphasis on creating multimedia with iPads, we will also explore
advanced workflow strategies as well as various ways to publish content to the web. Lessons are
“challenge based” as participants will be given tasks to explore, practice, and refine their skills
throughout the workshop. To culminate the session, participants will redesign an existing unit,
project, or lesson to thoughtfully integrate iPads with a particular focus towards student creation,
collaboration and publishing.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is intended for
classroom teachers, tech
integrationists, curriculum developers,
and administrators who already
possess a basic level of proficiency
with iPads..

http://ettsummer.org/creating-innovators-with-design-thinking-and-makerspaces

Creating Innovators with Design Thinking and
Makerspaces

Who Should Attend
This workshop is intended for
classroom teachers, tech
integrationists, curriculum developers,
and school administrators. No design
experience is necessary.

While we cannot predict what the future looks like, we do know that innovation and creativity are
skills that our students need and Design Thinking has emerged as a proven framework for helping
people develop a creative problem-solving mindset. The Design Thinking process first identifies a
problem and then proposes and tests solutions, all with the needs of the end-user in mind. In this
session, we will take a hands-on approach to understanding Design Thinking and how we can use
its principles to create a learning environment that engages students, fosters curiosity, and
encourages a collaborative approach to solving problems. In the first part of this session, we will
engage in hands-on design challenges. Next, we will explore ways that exemplary schools have
incorporated Design Thinking activities into their own curriculum and how the Maker Movement, a
movement to empower students as creators and tinkerers, can be utilized to support students and
educators as they prototype solutions to problems. We will also explore how to incorporate varied
approaches to making, both analog and digital throughout the workshop. Finally, we will create
specific activities and examples that you can use with your teachers and students right away to
foster exploration and creativity through Design Thinking & Making.

http://ettsummer.org/differentiation-personalization-with-technology

Differentiation & Personalization with
Technology
Laptops, iPads, Chromebooks, and even smart phones, have the potential to support struggling
learners and provide opportunities for enrichment to all learners. In this workshop, we will explore
how various tools and apps can facilitate differentiation and personalization and create rich
learning experiences that meet the needs of ALL students. Using Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) as a framework to guide our exploration, we will examine how technology can be leveraged
to both scaffold and augment student learning. In particular, we will focus on how technology
might support reading, writing, and note-taking, as well as provide students with multimedia
options and various choices for how they demonstrate their understanding. During this intensive,
hands-on workshop, participants will have abundant time to explore sites, tools, apps, and
strategies that can be applied to any device – and any classroom – in order to help students
develop into master learners.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed for K-12
classroom teachers, tech
integrationists, learning specialists, and
administrators who are looking for
ways to leverage technology in order
to differentiate and personalize
instruction.

http://ettsummer.org/elementary-g-suite-google-classroom

The Elementary G-Suite Google Classroom
From recording reading fluency, to developing storytelling skills, to demonstrating problem solving, G
Suite for Education can be used in a myriad of ways in the elementary classroom. This workshop will
focus specifically on using G Suite for Edu at the K-5 grade levels. We will explore apps and strategies
specific to young learners to empower them as creators of their own learning artifacts. Whether
utilizing G Suite for Education on a Chromebook or on a computer, participants will begin to gain an
understanding of the core suite of programs and also ways to leverage other web applications and
Google Chrome extensions to augment teaching and learning. Key topics addressed in this workshop
will include reading and writing, visible thinking strategies, creating interactive learning experiences,
portfolios and publishing, and collaborative projects. Whether you have a cart of shared
Chromebooks, a 1:1 program, or a single computer in your classroom, this workshop provides an
excellent forum for thoughtful integration into the elementary classroom.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed specifically
for elementary classroom teachers,
tech integrationists, and school
administrators.

http://ettsummer.org/enhancing-stem-curriculum-with-technology

Enhancing STEM Curriculum with Technology
The Enhancing STEM Curriculum with Technology workshop is an intensive, hands-on
opportunity for science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) educators to explore
practical ways to use technology to enrich their curricula and engage students. The workshop
explores innovative ideas, effective techniques, and thoughtful plans for incorporating
web-based resources, mobile devices, and emerging technologies into classroom instruction.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed for science,
technology, engineering, art and math
(STEM) educators, tech integrationists,
and administrators at the middle and
high school level who want to bring
more technology into their curriculum.

The workshop will provide numerous examples of the best
STEM-related websites, describes practical methods and
techniques for using technology in the STEM classroom,
and includes opportunities for targeted exploration.
Examples highlight inquiry-based technology applications in
physical sciences, life sciences, Earth science, and math for
middle school, and high school. The workshop emphasizes
innovative ideas and exciting projects to infuse emerging
technologies into the STEM classroom by incorporating
Web tools, video creation, digital laboratory notebooks,
ePub creation, 3D design, simulations, coding and other
emerging technologies. The combination of resources and
hands-on time to explore and create will leave workshop
participants with a set of strategies and resources to begin
integrating technology into the classroom.

http://ettsummer.org/ipads-elementary-classroom

iPads in the Elementary Classroom
From recording reading fluency, to developing storytelling skills, to demonstrating problem solving,
iPads can be used in a myriad of ways in the elementary classroom. This workshop will focus
specifically on iPad innovation at the K-5 level. We will explore apps and strategies specific to
young learners to empower them as creators of their own learning artifacts. With our philosophy
of “All the Good Apps Fit on One Screen” as a guiding principle, this workshop provides participants
not only with an understanding of the device itself, but also ways to leverage essential tools and
apps in the classroom. Key topics addressed in this intensive workshop will include reading and
writing, visible- thinking strategies, multimedia creation, portfolios and publishing, and
collaborative projects. Whether you have a cart of shared iPads, a 1:1 program, or a single device in
your classroom, this workshop provides an excellent forum for thoughtful integration into the
elementary classroom.

Who Should Attend
This iPad workshop is designed
specifically for elementary classroom
teachers, tech integrationists, and
school administrators.

http://ettsummer.org/leading-innovation-in-schools

Leading Innovation in Schools
Technology can play a powerful role in expanding the possibilities of learning environments, but
technology alone does not change schools. Leadership plays an essential role in ensuring that
new technologies are paired with innovative and effective pedagogical practices. We will outline
key characteristics of successful technology leadership and discuss frameworks and models that
help create and sustain a culture of innovation. In all, participants will leave the program with a
greater comprehension of leadership around emerging technologies, a deeper understanding of
effective technology integration, and an action plan for leading change in their school.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is for leaders of
learning – principals, superintendents,
IT directors, and academic leaders – to
help develop a vision for how
technology and pedagogy investments
will improve student learning.

http://ettsummer.org/reading-writing-in-in-the-digital-classroom

Reading and Writing in the Digital Classroom
Across content areas, reading and writing sit at the heart of upper elementary, middle, and high
school curricula. Whether students have iPads, Chromebooks, or laptops, the potential exists for
thoughtful incorporation of apps, G Suite for Education, non-Google Web-based resources and
emerging technologies into classroom instruction that reaches varied types of learners. Using the
TIM model as a conceptual framework, we will explore and discuss practical and useful ways core
curricula and learning tasks can be enhanced and reinvented with established and emerging
technology.
Reading-  Each device offers a host of tools, features, and apps to scaffold and enhance the reading
process. We will explore options for PDF annotation, active reading with eBooks, collaborative
reading, as well as content creation and dissemination to support reading instruction.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed for classroom
teachers Grades 4-12, tech
integrationists, library media specialists,
curriculum designers school
administrators and others who are
looking to explore the potential of using
technology to enhance the instruction of
reading and writing.

Writing-  From brainstorming and mind mapping to revising and publishing, we will examine ways
to enhance and evolve your existing writing and note taking processes with Google Docs and the
capabilities of your students’ devices. From collaborative writing and editing to multimedia feedback,
we will explore how you can modify the process and the product.
Throughout the workshop, participants will develop skills with powerful new and developing
technologies such as Google Add-Ons, Hyper Docs and more. Moreover, skills and content not only
apply to The Common Core State Standards, but more broadly to the 4Cs – Communication,
Collaboration, Critical Thinking, & Creativity – as defined by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. In
all, this workshop provides an excellent forum for thoughtful and powerful tech integration into
reading and writing instruction across topics and grade levels.

http://ettsummer.org/teaching-english-and-language-arts-with-technology

Teaching English and Language Arts with Tech
he Teaching English with Technology workshop is an intensive workshop that offers hands-on
opportunities for English and Language Arts educators to explore practical ways to use
technology to enrich the study of literature, poetry, grammar and writing. The workshop will
explore innovative ideas, effective techniques, and thoughtful plans for incorporating
Web-based resources, G Suite for Education, apps mobile devices, and new and emerging
technologies into classroom instruction of English and Language Arts. Participants will examine
examples of the best ELA-related web sites, work with innovative tools to help improve student
reading and writing, and develop skills with emerging technologies such as Google Add-Ons,
Chrome Extensions, social networks and more. Participants will learn strategies to build creative,
collaborative, and community-minded classrooms.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is designed English and
Language Arts classroom teachers,
tech integrationists, and school
administrators.

http://ettsummer.org/teaching-history-with-technology

Teaching History with Technology
The Teaching History with Technology Workshop is an intensive
hands-on environment for History and Social Studies educators.
During this intensive workshop, participants will explore
practical, dynamic, and creative ways to use technology in the
classroom to enhance their curricula and provide students with
unique opportunities to create original content to demonstrate
their understanding. The workshop examines innovative ideas,
effective techniques and thoughtful approaches for
incorporating web tools, mobile devices, apps and emerging
technologies into History and Social Studies curricula.

Who Should Attend
This workshop is intended for middle
and high school History and Social
Studies teachers, division heads, and
curriculum developers as well as
higher ed professors and instructors.

In addition to exploring examples and content applicable to
World History, United States History, and Civics at the middle
school, high school and college level, this workshop emphasizes
the use of technology to provide students with the ability to
create digital stories, screencasts, collaborative documents and
presentations, interactive maps, and timelines. Other topics
include social networking, evaluating sources, and emerging
technologies. The projects, concepts, and tools addressed in this
workshop not only apply to The Common Core State Standards,
but also to the 4Cs – Communication, Collaboration, Critical
Thinking, & Creativity – as defined by the Partnership for 21st
Century Skills

http://ettsummer.org/unleashing-creativity

Unleashing Creativity

Who Should Attend
This workshop is intended for any
educator, administrator, tech director
or technology integration teacher
interested in exploring and expanding
creativity in their classroom.

This hands-on workshop will explore the many exciting possibilities for creative student expression
iPad, Chromebook, and laptop classrooms. Incorporating a thoughtful collection of apps, web tools,
browser extensions and more, we will explore the potential for multimodal activities and projects
using established and emerging technologies. The workshop will present innovative ideas and
creative projects that incorporate versatile iOS and Android “evergreen apps,” G Suite for Education
tools, and Chrome extensions, as well as various non-Google web tools for screencasting, multimedia
book creation, video editing, interactive image creation, mindmapping, storytelling, Virtual Reality,
and more. Examples will highlight inquiry-based activities for elementary, middle, and high school
classrooms where students present
their learning in a meaningful context and are often
immersed in projects that contribute to a larger
learning community. Throughout our exploration,
we’ll focus on nurturing higher-order thinking in
our learning environments and not simple
“bells-and-whistles” tech integration. By the end of
the workshop, participants will leave with more
than enough ideas, inspiration, and firepower to
develop creative and purposeful activities that not
only extend the entire academic year, but also help
generate what Harvard University’s Tony Wagner
terms “a culture of innovation”— an environment
that encourages students to be the kind of active,
immersed thinkers essential for today’s cognitively
demanding and competitive global environment.

http://ettsummer.org/virtual-reality-in-the-classroom

Virtual Reality in the Classroom

Who Should Attend
This workshop is intended for any
educator, administrator, tech director
or technology integration teacher
interested in exploring the potential of
Virtual Reality in Education. There is no
prior experience needed to attend.

From the Virtual Reality Bus to Google Cardboard and everything in between, this workshop will
explore the potential of virtual reality in the classroom. With the recent emergence of virtual
reality environments in education, much of the VR content on the market for classroom use is
pre-created by VR developers. Platforms such as Google Expeditions, Nearpod VR and others
provide easily accessible, pre-packaged virtually reality content in a host of environments. These
platforms will be evaluated, explored and integrated into the workshop. However, there are VR
creation platforms emerging that allow both teachers and students to capture environments
and create virtual reality environments of their own. Virtual Reality no longer has to be a passive
process of consumption in education. VR has recently become an immersive storytelling
platform where both students and teachers
can tell their story in multiple, linked,
360- sphere environments with embedded text,
audio video. Join us as we explore the spectrum
of possibilities in this emerging field and critically
evaluate the potential use in the classroom.

Instructors

http://ettsummer.org/suzy-brooks

Suzy Brooks
After 10 years as an elementary teacher, Suzy Brooks is now the Director of Instructional Technology
for Mashpee Public Schools in Massachusetts. She provides professional development and hands-on
workshops for educators at local, regional and national venues.

Suzy’s Workshops
Boston:
●
●

July 10-12: iPads in Elementary
Classroom
July 17-18:Differentiation &
Personalization with Technology

Her work in blended learning, student engagement, and social media has been featured by EdWeek,
NBC News’ Education Nation, Instructor Magazine, Intel, ASCD, and the NEA. Currently, she is the
President-Elect for the Massachusetts affiliate of ASCD. Suzy is a Discovery Education Network STAR, a
SMART Exemplary Educator, a FableVision Ambassador, and a MassCUE Pathfinder. Suzy holds a B.S.
from Bridgewater State University and a M.Ed. in Instructional Technology from Lesley University.

http://ettsummer.org/tom-daccord

Tom Daccord

Tom’s Workshops
Boston
●
July 17-19: Teaching Foreign
Language with Technology
●
July 20-21: Teaching English &
Language Arts with Technology
Orlando
●
June 5-6: Unleashing Creativity
●
June 8-9: Reading & Writing in in
the Digital Classroom
Menlo Park:
●
June 19-21:Teaching Foreign
Language with Technology
●
June 22-23:Teaching History
with Technology

Tom Daccord is Director and Co-Founder of EdTechTeacher, a professional learning consultancy
helping educators across the United States and abroad leverage technology to create
student-centered, inquiry-based learning environments. As an educational technology speaker,
instructor, and author, Tom has worked with schools, districts, colleges, and educational
organizations in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. A Google
Certified Trainer and an iPad expert, Tom has also presented at national and international
conferences, including ISTE (U.S.), FETC (U.S.), ELMLE (Europe), ICTLT (Asia), and NESA (Asia).
Additionally, Tom created EdTechTeacher’s international “iPad Summits” and “Innovation Summits,”
which have drawn over 5000 attendees since 2012.
Tom is co-author of Best Ideas for Teaching with Technology: A Practical Guide for Teachers by
Teachers, and iPads in Education: From Consumption and Curation to Creativity. His articles on
educational technology have appeared in various educational publications such as ASCD Educational
Leadership and eSchool News. Tom has also produced a series of online courses on Google and iPad
integration, as well as 21st century school leadership.
A former social studies teacher who instructed in a 1:1 laptop classroom for seven years, Tom has
been featured in the Boston Globe for his contributions to teaching with technology and was invited
to Singapore by the Ministry of Education as an “Outstanding Educator-in-Residence” in support of
efforts to further 21st century learning in schools. Tom developed the T21 Blended online program in
cooperation with co-director Justin Reich.

http://ettsummer.org/douglas-kiang

Douglas Kiang
Douglas Kiang is a dynamic speaker, teacher, and workshop presenter with over twenty years of
teaching experience in independent schools at every grade level. He currently teaches at Punahou
School in Honolulu Hawaii, where he teaches computer science, and is an AP Computer Science
Principles Reader for ETS. He also is an instructor for EdTechTeacher, specializing in professional
development for technology integration worldwide. He is the author of five bestselling game strategy
guides and has published articles on Edutopia and the ISTE EdTekHub. Douglas holds a Master’s
Degree in Technology, Innovation, and Education from Harvard and is an Apple Distinguished
Educator, a Microsoft Innovative Educator, and a Google Certified Educator.
Doug’s Workshop

Douglas is a 2015 recipient of the NCWIT Aspirations in Computing Educator Award, for support and
encouragement of young women’s interest in computing and information technology.

Boston:
●

July 13-14:: Enhancing STEM
Curriculum with Technology

In 2012 Punahou School was featured in an Apple in Education Profile.

http://ettsummer.org/greg-kulowiec

Greg Kulowiec

Greg’s Workshops

Greg Kulowiec is a workshop instructor, presenter, and speaker with EdTechTeacher, working with
school districts and teachers across the country on technology integration including 1:1 Chromebook,
MacBook, and iPad programs, as well as facilitating year-long professional development
programs(both face to face and online). Greg takes a dynamic and thoughtful approach to technology
integration with an emphasis on the powerful nature of how these devices, used in the hands of
students, can reveal unique perspectives, understanding, and capabilities. Coining the phrase “App
Smashing”, Greg has been influential in the approach schools have taken towards iPad integration. As
a co-creator of #sschat on Twitter, Greg has been featured in both the New York Times and the
Washington Post regarding the impact of social media with educators.

Boston
●
July 13-14: The Elementary
G-Suite Google Classroom
●
July 19-20: Creating Innovators
with Design Thinking and
Makerspaces

Greg brings many years of teaching experience as a Social Studies teacher and Technology
Integration Specialist to EdTechTeacher. His experimentation with technology began early; he was at
the forefront of integrating cell phones into the classroom and has been featured on Public Radio
International’s, “The World Technology Podcast” in 2009 and contributed to the 2009 ISTE Fall
Newsletter, both about cell phones in the classroom.

Chicago
●
June 19-21: Creating Innovators
with Design Thinking and
Makerspaces
●
June 22-23: Virtual Reality in the
Classroom

Greg presents on his teaching strategies and technology integration ideas at regional and national
conferences including MassCue, The National Council for the Social Studies, The New England 1:1
Summit, EdTechTeacher Winter Conference, EdTechTeacher iPad & Innovation Summits (Boston,
Atlanta, San Diego), Miami Device, and multiple EdCamps. Greg has presented both at ISTE and
Google’s Global Education Summit because of his expertise with the use of Google and G Suite As a
Keynote speaker, Greg has shared his unique perspective with teachers at the iPad Summit (Atlanta &
Boston), and Shrewsbury and Holliston Massachusetts public schools.

http://ettsummer.org/shawn-mccusker

Shawn McCusker
Shawn McCusker has 23 years of experience as a middle and high school teacher in public, private
and alternative schools. He is an innovator in the creation and organization of online learning
communities such as the #sschat, #1to1techat and #engsschat on Twitter. An inspiring speaker, he
has keynoted the IOWA 1:1 Conference and the San Diego Ipad Summit as well as regularly
presenting at national conferences. Shawn continues to develop innovative implementation
strategies as a teacher and Social Studies Department Supervisor at Libertyville High School in
Libertyville, Illinois. He is also an authorized Google Education Trainer.
Shawn’s Workshop
Chicago
●
June 12-13: Project Based
Learning: Integrating
Technology to Support
Meaningful Student Learning

http://ettsummer.org/sabba-quidwai

Sabba Quidwai
As Director of Innovative Learning at the Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern
California (USC) and an Apple Distinguished Educator, Sabba works with faculty to redesign
curriculum and supports students with developing digital literacy skills. Prior to joining USC, Sabba
led the technology-enhanced curriculum initiative for grades 6-12 at Fairmont Private Schools in
Orange County, California. In 2010, she deployed iPads and created professional development for
teachers, administrators and parents to support the initiative. Sabba taught a variety of Social Science
courses for eight years and was featured by the Gates Foundation for her use of technology to
support students in developing historical thinking skills.
Sabba’s Workshops
Menlo Park:
●
●

June 19-21: iPads in Elementary
Classroom
June 22-23: Creating Innovators
with Design Thinking and
Makerspaces

http://ettsummer.org/justin-reich

Justin Reich

Justin Workshop
Boston
●
July 21: Innovation in Leadership

Justin Reich is an educational researcher interested in the future of learning in a networked world. He
is the executive director of the Teaching Systems Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a
research scientist in the MIT Office of Digital Learning, and a lecturer in the Scheller Teacher
Education Program. He co-founder of EdTechTeacher, a professional learning consultancy devoted to
helping teachers leverage technology to create student-centered, inquiry-based learning
environments. He was previously the Richard L. Menschel HarvardX Research Fellow, where he led
the initiative to study large-scale open online learning through the HarvardX Initiative, and a lecturer
at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Justin is an alumni of the Fellows program at the
Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society.
He earned his doctorate from Harvard University, where he created the Distributed Collaborative
Learning Communities project, a Hewlett Foundation funded initiative to examine how social media
are used in K-12 classrooms.
He writes the EdTechResearcher blog for Education Week, and his writings have appeared in Science,
The New Yorker, The Atlantic, Educational Researcher, the Washington Post, Inside Higher Ed, the
Christian Science Monitor, and other publications. Justin started his career teaching wilderness
medicine, and later taught high school world history and history electives, and coached wrestling and
outdoor activities.

http://ettsummer.org/avra-robinson

Avra Robinson
Avra Robinson is the Director of Online Learning and an Instructor for EdTechTeacher. A certified
Google Education Trainer and dedicated educational technologist who has been working with
teachers and students for over 20 years, Avra serves as Adjunct Faculty at Kishwaukee College in
Northern Illinois teaching pre-service teachers about technology integration in education. Prior to
joining EdTechTeacher, Avra was the Instructional Technology Coordinator, instructional coach and
technology teacher for a K-8 school district in Northern Illinois.

Avra’s Workshops
Chicago
●
June 15-16:The Advanced G
Suite Google Classroom
●
June 19-21:Differentiation &
Personalization with Technology
●
June 22-23: The Elementary
G-Suite Google Classroom

During that time, she worked with teachers and students on a daily basis as they worked toward total
Common Core State Standards integration in a 1:1 program that included Chromebooks, iPads, and
Windows laptops. Before her role as technology coordinator, Avra was a classroom teacher at the
elementary level, teaching 3rd grade and kindergarten. Avra has also worked at the high school level
teaching technology courses. Avra has presented at local and regional conferences sharing ideas
about digital publishing, G Suite for Education, instructional coaching, and more.

http://ettsummer.org/ben-sondgeroth

Ben Sondgeroth
Ben began his career as a social studies teacher in Morrison, IL where he initiated and lead the
district’s iPad pilot program and redesigned his own curriculum. After four years of teaching, Ben
assumed the role of Director of Technology for the Morrison School District. In this capacity, he led
the district’s technology committee through the process of implementing a 1:1 environment of iPads
and Chromebooks in grades K-12.

Ben’s Workshops
Menlo Park
●
June 19-21:The Elementary
G-Suite Google Classroom
●
June 22-23:The Advanced G
Suite Google Classroom
Chicago
●
June 12-14: Advanced iPad
Classroom
●
June 15-16: Teaching History
with Technology

As an EdTechTeacher instructor, presenter, Apple Teacher, and Google for Education Certified
Trainer, Ben possesses vast experience at all grade levels. He has presented at regional and national
conferences such as RSAC (Raising Student Achievement Conference, 2013 featured speaker),
Googlepalooza, NFI (Networking for Information), FETC, ICE and the EdTechTeacher Innovation
Summit. He holds a Master’s Degree in Curriculum Technology Education Reform from the University
of Illinois and a Bachelor’s Degree in History Education from the University of Indianapolis.

Register:
ettsummer.org

